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Cooperation on the ground – National round-tables 
 
This open session, hosted by Kasia Balucka-Debska, European Commission official - DG for 
Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, focused on one important question: 
what works in communicating with Europe?  

In a World Café format, the audience was divided into small groups where best practices were 
shared and suggestions made. After rotating the composition of these groups a few times, 
communication ideas became more concrete and elaborate, not only on how to communicate, 
but also on whom to communicate with. 

The first issue tackled was with whom the European Union should communicate within 
Europe. In Europe, several participation initiatives exist, such as the G1000, a citizen's summit 
in which hundreds of European citizens discuss important EU themes. However, these 
summits – and other conferences and events – are mostly visited by older men. Similarly, 
youth and student related events such as interactive role playing games are effective, but the 
majority of participants are university students. Nevertheless, the involvement of more youth 
and students in certain events is important, since this target group is open-minded and can 
give new insights into certain issues.  

In other words, although the EU is targeting European citizens via certain events and media, it 
should be more consciously addressing a more diverse audience. Also, vox pop videos 
(interviews in which average people are asked for their opinion on certain issues) are a way to 
involve a diverse group of people with EU policy on an equal level.  

The second question is the 'how': how should we communicate with Europe? Since the 
European target audience is diverse, communication about European developments should 
be adapted to the local context. Communication could be simplified to a certain extent in order 
to make issues more comprehensible for a broad audience. In Belgium, political celebrity 
endorsement is very effective; some Belgian politicians are directly involved in EU politics and 
they actively try to bring Europe closer to its citizens. Examples are Guy Verhofstadt and 
Herman van Rompuy, which made it their personal goal to make the EU more understandable 
for and adaptive to national citizens. Not all EU countries have these kinds of politicians, but it 
would nonetheless be an effective way to communicate with Europe in other countries as well. 

Furthermore, to make a message more understandable, the content should be about real 
stories and use clear examples. Humour is also an important tool to effectively communicate 
with Europe, since messages become more interesting and easier to understand if they are 
presented with a sense of humour. Some practical implications for communications were also 
made during the round tables. For example, in order to involve the audience more effectively 
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during a conference or other events, the organisers could give the audience coloured cards 
which enable them to vote. Moderators can ask people more focused questions based on their 
votes. Certain small organisational changes could also draw more people to events, such as 
sending printed invitations instead of sending an email.  

To summarise, more abstract communication concepts and concrete examples were 
exchanged between the national round table members, each bringing their own experiences 
from their own countries. The key issue was that in communicating with Europe, the EU should 
have a broader and more inclusive targeting group and communicate in such a way that 
issues and developments are translated into a comprehensible message within a local 
context.  

 


